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straints on trade would provide an occupation for younger
sons " who cannot live by arms when there are no wars " *.
Fourthly, the Company exercised an unlimited power of
making ordinances, which were " wholly destructive to the
general trade of this kingdom and a great discouragement
for any young merchant to enter into their society IJ. It
imposed on members " extravagant oaths binding them to
a most servile obedience " ; limited them to certain ships,
which raised freights; allowed only three shippings in the
year, which forced young merchants to stake all their capital
on a few voyages and caused commodities to lie on their
hands unsold; confined traders to the mart towns; and
laid excessive impositions and tolls upon goods, e near as
much as the King's customs', \vhich " hinders the cheapness
of our commodities " abroad and encouraged foreign com-
petition2. Lastly, the privileges of the Company were
granted in the infancy of trade " to incite people to the
increase and improvement of it ". They were no longer
appropriate in an age when commerce had attained its
present * height of perfection ', the more so since the trade was
so near home; and though the fellowship arrogated to itself
the name of Merchant Adventurers " there are none that
deserve it less, their hazard being so small and their voyage
so short " 3.
The positive arguments in favour of an open trade were
reinforced by a demonstration that the benefits attributed
to the Company were illusory. The claim that it kept up Company
the price of commodities abroad by not overstocking the
market was warmly debated. Sometimes the advance in
prices was ascribed to other causes—the changes in the value
of money due to the discovery of the American mines ; the
rise in rents ; the dearness of victuals " which rise still with
the increase of people " ; and the increased demand for
cloth abroad 4. At other times the claim of the Company
was not contested but it was seized upon as a confession of an
1 House of Commons Journals, i. 218-219.
1 Veneris (1662), 17-24 ; A Discourse consisting of Motives for the
Enlargement and Freedom of Trade (1645), 29-38.
3 A Discourse consisting of Motives jvr the Enlargement and Freedom of
Trade (1645), 6, 22.	4 Ibid. 23.

